Developing a Healing Formulation Able to Prevent Scar Hypertrophy
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ABSTRACT

Derangement of the processes regulating wound healing leads to esthetical and functional problems, and its prevention still represents an unmet therapeutic need. Several compounds are endowed with the ability to redirect the healing process, and prevent excessive fibroblast proliferation, scar hypertrophy as well as keloids. In the present study, we evaluated the healing and anti-inflammatory effects of topical applications of a multicomponent healing formulation (MHF) containing bromelain, onion extracts, glycyrrhizin, and snail mucus as well as vitamin E and A in a mouse model of scar hypertrophy. Daily topical application of the MHF did not affect the healing rate. Still, the MHF significantly reduced the wound inflammatory response as evidenced by reduced expression of the pro-inflammatory cytokines IL1β, IL6 and TNFα in the granulation tissue of mice exposed to MHF compared to control animals. In keeping with this, histological analysis of the scars showed that those from MHF-challenged mice were less hyperplastic, with reduced abnormal collagen deposition and, overall, appeared more hydrated and with higher conservation of tissue organization. The present study, on the one hand indicates that the MHF may be harnessed to prevent the evolution of the healing process toward scar hypertrophy or keloids in patients, and on the other that a multicomponent strategy is a rational approach to developing topical remedies to prevent abnormal wound healing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is a large consensus that the pleiotypic and dynamic process involved in cutaneous wound healing can be grouped into three different but in part overlapped phases such as a first inflammatory response, a second process characterized by new tissue deposition, and a final event of tissue remodeling [1]. Different pathophysiological events and genetic predisposition can turn these processes normally leading to normal asymptomatic scars into healing dynamics evolving into cosmetically unacceptable scars. Of note, in addition to derangement of scar morphology, these abnormal scars often represent a critical clinical problem given that are associated with local discomfort, itch, pain, and, according to the site, functional impairment [2].

Given the relevance of the clinical implications of abnormal cutaneous wound healing, a great deal of effort has been focused on identifying therapeutic interventions for scar treatment. Among them, therapeutic strategies such as cryotherapy, surgical excision, radio- or laser therapy as well as steroid injection are currently adopted [1,3]. Unfortunately, these treatments require several therapeutic sessions and show low compliance. There is a large consensus, therefore, that prevention of derangement of the healing processes is of the utmost importance to reduce the risk of abnormal scar evolution into hypertrophic scars and keloids [4].

In this light, different preventatives are routinely used in topical scar treatment. Among them, onion extracts are endowed with anti-inflammatory and bacteriostatic properties, as well as the ability to counteract collagen deposition and excessive fibroblast proliferation. Clinical evidence shows that such extracts counteract surgical scar hypertrophy and improve its texture and overall morphology [5-7]. Bromelain is a crude extract from pineapple containing several proteases and additional flavonoids used for different human disorders including the treatment of edema and inflammation. Several lines of evidence demonstrate a beneficial effect of bromelain in preventing abnormal healing of skin lesions. Although the exact mechanisms of action have not been identified, it has been postulated that the protease content of the extract allows enzymatic debridement, angiogenic control as well as prevention of excessive inflammatory response and ensuing anomalous collagen deposition [8-11]. Sterile inflammation is a key event accompanying every process of tissue repair. Even though it is central in danger signaling during wound healing by promoting immune cell recruitment and activation, excessive and/or prolonged signaling can prompt chronication of inflammation with ensuing derangement of scar formation. Among the different players involved in danger signaling, the high mobility group Box-1 (HMGB1) protein represents a key executioner of sterile inflammation and its targeting through different means provides protection in several models of excessive immune activation [12-13]. In keeping with this, Glycyrrhizin, a key triterpene in the extract of Glycyrrhiza glabra able to bind and inactivate HMGB1, counteracts sterile inflammation and prevents abnormal wound healing by regulating, in addition to immune cells, extracellular matrix deposition, angiogenesis and fibroblast proliferation [14-18]. Recently, the use of pharmaceutical preparations from snail mucus for different skin disorders received great momentum [19]. As far as wound healing is concerned, several lines of evidence demonstrate that snail mucus assists scar repair thanks to its high content in mucopolysaccharides that form a sort of barrier to dehydration and microbial contamination [20]. In addition to these physicochemical properties, topical application of snail mucus during wound healing regulates fibroblast proliferation and migration, and immune cell activation also protects from oxidative stress [21]. The latter has been repeatedly identified as a causative factor of hypertrophic scars and keloids [22-23]. This is in keeping with both the cytotoxic potential of oxygen radicals, as well as their proinflammatory properties. The pathogenetic role of oxygen radicals in hypertrophic scars is further confirmed by the ability of vitamin E to improve wound healing after surgery and improve the survival of skin flap [24-25]. In this regard, even the topical administration of vitamin A, a key regulator of cell differentiation and proliferation, provides protection from hypertrophic scar formation thanks to its potent cell differentiation signaling that counteracts excessive fibroblast proliferation [26-29].

Of note, despite evidence of the ability of several agents of counteracting derangement of the skin
healing process, there is lack of information on the effects of formulations containing multiple molecules endowed with scar-regulating properties. Remarkably, synergism among the different mechanisms of action of the above-mentioned compounds might significantly boost the overall ability to prevent scar evolution towards hypertrophy or keloid. Hence, in the present study we evaluated the effects of a formulation containing onion extracts, bromelain, glycyrrhizic acid, snail mucus as well as vitamins E and A, on several parameters of the skin healing process in mice.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Animals and Drug Administration

Adult male C57Bl6 mice 20-25 g (Charles River, Milan, Italy) were maintained 5 per cage in a climate-controlled room at 23±2°C on 12-hour light/dark cycles with free access to food and water. On the day of surgery, a 3x3 mm dorsal skin flap was excised in mice after depilation and anesthesia with isoflurane. Subsequently, the skin wound was allowed to heal by second intention. A group of 10 animals was treated with the multicomponent healing formulation (MTF), applied topically 3 times a day during daylight hours, whereas the control group received no treatment.

2.2 Evaluation of the Temporal Kinetics of Wound Repair

The speed of wound repair was evaluated in animals treated with the MTF compared with controls. For every mouse, the wound area was evaluated daily by computer-aided area measurement acquiring a picture of the wound followed by software analysis. Data are reported as the mean±SEM of the areas of the wounds in the two groups of animals.

2.3 Real Time-PCR

Expression levels of inflammatory cytokines (IL1β, IL6 and TNFα) were assessed by quantitative real-time (RT)-PCR 4 days after skin excision. Mice (n=5 per group) were euthanized and a skin fragment of the wound border was excised and frozen at -80°C. Later on, skin fragments were thawed in Trizol Reagent (Life Technologies) and RNA was extracted according to the manufacturer’s instruction. One µg of RNA was retrotranscribed using iScript (Bio-Rad Milan Italy). PCR amplification was carried out employing SsoAdvanced™ Universal SYBR® Green Supermix (Bio-Rad, USA) according to manual instruction using the RotorGene 3000 Instrument (Qiagen Germany). Ribosomal 18s rRNA was used as the normalizer. Quantitative PCR was performed using the following procedure: 98°C for 1 min, 40 cycles of 98°C for 5 sec, and 60°C for 15 sec. The program was set to reveal the melting curve of each amplicon from 60°C to 95°C with a read every 0.5°C.

The following primers were used: TNFα: forward 5'-GGCATGCGGCTCCAGGCAG-3' and reverse 5'-AGAGCCCTACGCTCTGTTCTC-3'; IL1β: forward 5'-TGGACCCTCCAGGATGAGGACA-3' and reverse 5'-GGTATCTCGGAGCCTGTAGT-3'; IL6 forward 5'-TACCATTCACAAGTCCGAGGC-3' and reverse 5'-CTGCAAGTGTCATCGTTGTC-3'; 18S forward 5'-GGACCAGCGAAACGATTTGGC-3', reverse 5'-TCAATCTCGGCTGCTGAACGC-3'.

2.4 Histological Evaluation of the Scar

The effect of the MTF on tissue organization of the wound was evaluated in mice 6 days after skin incision through histological investigation. Specifically, the picrosirius red technique for the staining of collagen fibers and consecutive counterstaining with hematoxylin/eosin was evaluated. Briefly, mice were euthanized with isoflurane overdose and the scar was excised and fixed in 4% formalin/PBS. Two days later, they were ethanol-dehydrated, and diaphanized with xylene for one day. Later on, they were paraffin-embedded and cut in 5 µm thick slices, mounted on slips. Collagen fiber staining and hematoxylin / eosin counterstaining were performed as previously described [30].

2.5 Data Analysis

All numerical data are expressed as mean ± SEM. The Shapiro-Wilk analysis was first conducted for the analysis of normality. For gene expression analysis, data were evaluated through ANOVA plus Tukey’s post hoc test. p values lower than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
3. RESULTS

3.1 Effects of the MTF on the Kinetics of Skin Wound Repair

We first analyzed whether the daily application of the formulation altered the temporal kinetics of wound healing. The dorsal wound was allowed to heal by second intention, a protocol typically leading to scar hypertrophy because of the continuous tearing of the dorsal skin and wound margins during spontaneous mouse motor activity. As shown in Fig. 1A, the area of the cutaneous lesion progressively diminished reaching an almost complete recovery within 6 days in control mice. Of note, an identical temporal evolution of wound healing occurred in mice receiving the topical application of the healing formulation.

3.2 Effects of the MTF on Cytokine Expression in the Wounded Skin

In light of the key pathogenetic role of inflammation in the process leading to scar hypertrophy [31], and also considering the anti-inflammatory potential of several components of the healing formulation, we then investigated whether the latter alters the inflammatory response during skin healing. To this end, we focused on the expression levels of proinflammatory cytokines as markers of the extent of the inflammatory response within the granulation tissue of the wound. As shown in Fig. 1B, we found that transcript levels of IL1β, IL6 and TNFα significantly increased in the granulation tissue of the wound healing by second intention on day 4 after skin incision. Of note, such an increase was significantly reduced in the wounds of mice treated with the healing formulation. It is also worth noting, however, that the treatment did not revert cytokine expression levels to those of uninjured skin (Fig. 1B).

3.3 Effects of the MTF on the Histological Organization of the Scar

The ability of the healing formulation to affect the extent of the inflammatory process within the granulation tissue of the skin wound was an index of its bioactivity. To further investigate the impact of the healing formulation on the process leading to scar hypertrophy, we also histologically analyzed the wound at the end of healing (day 6). As expected, the scar of control mice appeared hypertrophic, with widespread disruption of tissue architecture, in keeping with the skin healing process by second intention. The cytoarchitecture of the epidermal layer also appeared disrupted and irregular because of numerous, underlying hyperplastic dermal processes. Of note, scars are invaded by processes of collagen fibers that begin to be deposited from the periphery of the scar (Fig. 2A and B). Concentric formations of collagen deposits can be seen within the dermal layer, reminiscent of the hyaline collagen structures typical of scar hypertrophy and keloids.
Fig. 2. Effects of the MHF on scar histological organization

The histological organization of representative scars of control and MHF-treated mice on day 7 is shown. In control mice (A-C) note the irregularities of the epidermal layer, the underlying hyperplastic dermal processes as well as the widespread deposit of collagen fibers (red) in keeping with healing by second intention. In (C), higher magnification (40X) of the inset in (B) shows that collagen deposition reaches the layer of the epidermis in the scar of control mice. In MHF-treated animals (D-F), the scar shows a more preserved epidermal layer, reduced dermal hyperplasia, higher hydration, and reduced extent of collagen fiber deposition. In (F), higher magnifications (40X) of the inset in (E), shows a lack of collagen deposition in the regions below the epidermis. Note the presence of amorphous material containing tissue debris lining the scar surface of MHF-treated mice. Bar = 60 µm

In keeping with this, higher magnifications (40X) demonstrated that collagen deposition reaches the layer of the epidermis (Fig. 2C). Remarkably, scar tissue organization appeared significantly different in mice challenged with the daily treatment with the healing formulation. Specifically, within the scar, we found an overall reduction of the hyperplastic elements present in scars of untreated mice. As far as the arrangements of the epidermal layer are concerned, at variance with the scars of control mice, we found that in mice receiving the healing formulation it appeared much more preserved and showed no structural disruption caused by dermal hyperplasia. In addition, both the intensity and the extent of collagen fiber deposition at the edges of the scar were lowered by the treatment with the healing formulation (Fig. 2D and E). It is also interesting to note that, in line with the moisturizing-emetollient properties of the product, the dermal layer appeared more hydrated. At higher magnification (40X), a lack of collagen deposition is noted in the regions below the epidermis (Fig. 2F). It is also worth noting that histologic preparations of scars from mice exposed to the healing formulation also demonstrated a presence of amorphous material containing tissue debris lining the scar surface. In the first hypothesis, this might be interpreted as the deposition of mucopolysaccharides contained in snail mucus.

4. DISCUSSION

The present study for the first time demonstrates that a formulation containing multiple agents endowed with cytoprotective and anti-inflammatory properties provides significant protection from scar hypertrophy. In particular, we report that daily treatment of mice with the healing formulation reduces the expression of proinflammatory cytokines IL1β, IL6 and TNFα within the granulation tissue during wound healing. Of note, these acute phase cytokines have a central role in maintaining immune activation of myeloid cells such as macrophages and granulocytes, as well as in the activation of fibroblast proliferation and collagen deposition [31-32]. The anti-inflammatory effects of the formulation are in keeping with the ability of
bromelain to counteract the inflammatory response [11], as well as with the key role of glycyrrhizin, an HMBG1-scavenging agent, in dampening danger signaling originating from tissue damage during wound formation and healing [12]. The additional cytoprotective properties due to both vitamin E and the snail mucus can further assist the healing process and reduce the inflammatory component. In this regard, it is worth noting that the snail mucus may have also reduced inflammation by providing a sort of barrier to external agents including pathogens somehow shielding the granulation tissue from external noxious stresses that may delay healing by second intention. Indeed, such a mechanical barrier, mainly ascribed to the accumulation of the mucopolysaccharide and proteoglycan components of the snail mucus upon repetitive topical application, is well in keeping with the presence of amorphous material lining the scars of mice treated with the healing formulation (see Fig. 2D and E). This finding on the one hand corroborates the hypothesis of the barrier-forming ability of the snail mucus, and on the other indicates the strength of such a barrier that is so firmly attached to the scar surface to be able to resist to initial paraformaldehyde scar fixation and the following steps of the histological staining procedure. It is also worth mentioning that the mucopolysaccharide barrier originating from the snail mucus may have also warranted dehydration of the scar, a key property that has contributed to the prevention of hypertrophy. This is in keeping with the preservation of the morphology of the epidermidis as well as with the lack of collagen deposition beneath the epidermidis itself. An additional key role in preventing abnormal/excessive collagen deposition and scar hypertrophy could be also ascribed to Vitamin A present in the healing formulation. Indeed, several lines of evidence indicate that retinoic acid can improve the healing process by regulating myofibroblast activation, matrix deposition and scar distensibility. In keeping with this, retinoic acid counteracts both hypertrophic and atrophic acne scars also promoting TGFβ signaling [26], the latter being a key event involved in resolution of inflammation. In this this light, the ability of the onion extract to regulate extracellular matrix apposition through metalloproteinase-1 can further contribute to preventing scar hypertrophy [5].

Of note, despite the ability of the healing formulation to affect scar histology as well as the extent of the inflammatory response, we did not find evidence for an impact on the healing rate (see Fig. 1A). In this regard, we reason that this finding might be well interpreted considering that the different components of the formulation cannot promote cell proliferation. Some of them, such as vitamin A, potently trigger cell differentiation [33-34], an event that per se counteracts proliferation. Even scavenging HMGB1 with glycyrrhizin prevents the angiogenic properties of the allarmin, an effect that is at odds with an acceleration of the healing process. Possibly, therefore, the ability of the formulation to counteract signaling involved in vessel and fibroblast proliferation underlies, at least in part, its overall preventing effect on scar hypertrophy. Remarkably, evidence for a lack of changes in the healing rate are interpreted as evidence of the good safety index of the formulation, in keeping with the well-known high tolerability of the components including snail mucus.

5. CONCLUSIONS

As a whole, the present study suggests that the concomitant effects of the several compounds present in the healing formulation concur to prevent derangement of the healing process by second intention towards hypertrophy, allowing reconstitution of a skin structure that more closely reproduces the histological parameters of the healthy skin. Likely, indeed, the various bioactive properties of the agents present in the healing formulation can give birth to a therapeutic synergism leading to a mutual enhancement of the properties of the single components. Based on the mechanisms of action of the different components of the formulation, however, it is possible that the latter will be unable to revert wound hypertrophy once formed.
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